PANEL 2
“Emergent Issues in Science and Technology”

This roundtable will discuss emergent issues in science and technology and their implications for global politics. Participants will analyze both instrumental and transformative dimensions of power and institutions with respect to these emergent technologies. The final goal of the roundtable will be to point out implications for global governance and policy.

Panelist Presentations

"Power in an Information-Drenched World"
Renee Marlin-Bennett – John Hopkins University

"Meta-Power, Cultural Identity, and Large-Scale Information Technology Networks"
J. P. Singh – George Mason University

"Nanotechnology and Global Environmental Politics"
Kirsten Rodine Hardy – Northeastern University

"Shifting Away from the WTO: Intellectual Property in the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement and the Case of China"
Susan Sell – George Washington University
June Park – Boston University